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The STandard for TeSTing

“Spirent’s test equipment 
has helped us verify our 

EPC solutions to deliver on 
our promise of profitable, high-performance and 

reliable networks to our customers.”

– Petri Pöyhönen 
NSN

“… Spirent helps 
ensure that our FCoE 
solutions will maintain 

industry-leading latency and loss behaviors and 
maintain Fibre Channel-like integrity of data 
connectivity.”

– Brocade

“Service providers are quickly 
realizing the significant 

market opportunity cloud 
computing presents and are beginning early 

testing and trials. CHTTL has made an excellent 
decision by selecting Spirent to help in the 

expansion of the service provider’s cloud 
computing efforts. The ability to holistically 

evaluate and validate the readiness of a cloud 
computing environment from the physical 

infrastructure to the virtual platform will be 
critical to long term customer loyalty and 

ultimate success in the market.” 

– Lucida Borovick 
IDC
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Telecom equipment manufacturers, operators offering services, 
and organizations managing enterprise networks face the 
increasingly difficult task of scaling their offerings while 
delivering on the promise of an exciting breed of next-generation 
services. Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience 
(QoE) determine whether the networks of today and tomorrow 
are successful. Networks which fail to deliver new services or 
applications at the expected QoE will drive consumers to seek 
service elsewhere and businesses to put their trust in others.

Equipment manufacturers, service providers and enterprises are 
taking unnecessary risks when they test with solutions that fail 
to replicate realistic environments. The ability to emulate real 
network scenarios and traffic patterns is a critical part of the QoS 
and QoE assessment. An accurate test environment with the ability 
to generate high scale and realistic traffic ensures networks and 
devices are thoroughly validated and end users get the highest 
possible QoE. From traditional forwarding performance testing to 
advanced testing incorporating Virtualization, Cloud Computing, 
Mobile Backhaul, and High Speed Ethernet, Spirent delivers the 
best solution to measure next generation networks.

is it real or is it Spirent TestCenter™?
Spirent TestCenter is the industry’s leader for delivering the 
realism necessary to measure the true impact on QoS and 
QoE. As legacy and next-generation protocols converge onto 
tomorrow’s unified, anywhere network—Spirent TestCenter’s 
realism, performance and user flexibility sets the standard with:

nn The first multi-core processing architecture delivering the most 
affordable, highest-density test platform with stateful, line-rate 
multiplay scalability

nn The only test platform capable of emulating real network 
topologies, allowing collapsing of complex physical topologies 
traditionally used to recreate real-world IP services

nn Patented accuracy enabling highest multi-user scalability, 
delivering the most comprehensive set of Intelligent Results, 
ensuring expert analysis as a core competency of every user

nn The largest suite of multi-protocol productivity wizards 
designed to quickly configure, emulate and measure the 
behavior and scalability of blended, L2-7 multiplay services 

nn An easy-to-use 4th generation visual programming 
environment with real-time, interactive results allowing tests 
not traditionally possible without complex programming 
knowledge 

nn An expert suite of on or offsite test services delivered by 
proven and advanced test engineers

From performance benchmarking, fault identification and 
analysis to regression testing via automation, Spirent TestCenter 
is the standard for testing tomorrow’s network today.

Tomorrow’S neTwork
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Bringing enhanced realism to the Lab
Test devices in exactly the environment used in real networks 
with Spirent TestCenter’s Topology Emulation. This platform 
innovation leverages Spirent TestCenter’s patented software 
and firmware architecture to deliver the most realistic network 
and application testing over routing and MPLS. With Topology 
Emulation you can quickly generate stateful multiplay traffic 
over complex end-to-end converged networks with full protocol 
emulation on all devices. This enhanced realism simplifies test 
environments by providing capability that replaces unnecessary 
devices and enables tests not previously possible.

realistic User emulation
As networking devices and services become more application 
content aware, testing with actual user transactions and data 
flows is imperative. With Avalanche for Spirent TestCenter, 
millions of users can be emulated—enabling you to find the 
limits of security, applications and network infrastructures.

realistic Traffic
QoS prioritization and queuing mechanisms are becoming more 
sophisticated. Spirent TestCenter’s traffic generator stresses 
your system with the high-priority constant rate and best effort 
bursty traffic needed to simulate real-time end-user traffic mixed 
with low priority data traffic. Complete QoS analysis is provided 
with support for real-time loss, advanced packet sequence 
tracking, latency, standards-based jitter and PRBS bit error 
measurements.

a new STandard in reaL-worLd 
neTwork TeSTing and anaLySiS

CARRIER

QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE CLOUD SERVICES/VIRTUALIZATION

DATA CENTER

ENTERPRISE

2.5/3G/LTE

Virtualization and Cloud 
Services Testing

True Layer 2-7 with
QOS and Realism

and Security

Mobility and Access 
Testing featuring LTE

Data Center Storage 
Emulation and Testing

Real-Time 
Analysis

High Port Density 
Benchmarking

Benchmarking

CARRIER

Video/
VoD Server Farm

High Performance 
Routing Scale Testing

Mobile Backhaul and 
High Speed 40G/100G 

Ethernet
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intelligent results
The industry’s most accurate and comprehensive set of real-time 
results gives you the needed insight to eliminate customer found 
defects. But a test tool that delivers millions of individual metrics 
is not enough. Intelligent Results provides data correlation with 
hierarchical results—bringing important information to the user’s 
attention and making-drill down analysis simple for transmit and 
receive statistics.

interogate Streams
Faster troubleshooting with real-time data mining allows you to 
create search criteria such as frame loss and rate latency, jitter 
or other combinations to filter stream results, showing you what 
you want, when you want it, in real time.

dynamic results
Easily create powerful queries using both measured and 
configured parameters. Queries can be on a single stream or 
a summed combination of streams. Answers that involved 
time consuming and inefficient post test analysis can now be 
calculated on the fly while the test is running. Automatically detect 
received traffic that differs from the way it was configured and 
create queries across millions of streams on hundreds of ports. 

real-Time Cause-effect analysis
Cause-and-effect triggers with action logic (If-Then-Else;  
Do-While) in Spirent TestCenter NoCode Command Sequencer 
helps you goal-seek specific device or system behaviors in 
one test iteration without a single line of programmed code.

40+ Simultaneous Real-Time Results

Capture, decode and analyze Live 
network Traffic
Line rate capture of live network traffic, targeted with triggers and 
filters, lets you see precisely where problems occur for in-depth 
offline analysis and troubleshooting.

hyperfilters™
Spirent TestCenter’s analyzer technology provides in-depth traffic 
analysis organized and filtered by user-selected protocol header 
fields. HyperFilters are ideal for creating unique scenarios for 
tracking QoS remarking and VLAN leakage.

reaL-Time experT anaLySiS

TopoLogy emULaTion: The new Standard for
emulating Tomorrow’s network

Realism Our Competitors Traditional 
Approach

Spirent TestCenter

The New Standard

Simplicity Implementation requires 
a complex set of disparate 
systems to emulate realistic 
network behavior

Unified system simplifies 
implementation of emulating 
real network behavior

Coverage Multiple disparate test cases 
unable to test all subsystems 
simultaneously, thus missing 
defects caused by interaction

Single realistic test case 
exercises all subsystems 
together, catching more 
defects in less time

Scalability Multiple device test beds too 
complex and cost prohibitive 
to scale

Single, cost-effective test 
system to easily scale with 
powerful multiprotocol 
wizards

Effciency Configure more, troubleshoot 
more, maintain more, with 
more power and space

Configure less, troubleshoot 
less, maintain less, with less 
space and power

CARRIER

QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE CLOUD SERVICES/VIRTUALIZATION

DATA CENTER

ENTERPRISE

2.5/3G/LTE

Virtualization and Cloud 
Services Testing

True Layer 2-7 with
QOS and Realism

and Security

Mobility and Access 
Testing featuring LTE

Data Center Storage 
Emulation and Testing

Real-Time 
Analysis

High Port Density 
Benchmarking

Benchmarking



protect your investment 
against future Shock
Spirent TestCenter offers a flexible array of hardware and 
software components with the accuracy, performance and 
scalability required by service providers, network equipment 
manufacturers and enterprises at every phase of the testing 
life cycle. Spirent TestCenter’s platform incorporates the latest 
technology for today’s cutting-edge environment and beyond 
extending your return on investment further than any other test 
platform available.

accuracy Backed by patents
Spirent TestCenter’s patented timestamp architecture is 
designed to provide results that you can rely on—all of the time. 
Whether using the 12-slot rack-mountable or 2-slot portable 
chassis, both are backed by the same patented architecture that 
delivers the results you need. 

all of the results all of the Time
Spirent TestCenter’s highly optimized distributed results 
databases and multi-threaded architecture allows users to get 
every detail of every stream, whether the test involves 4 ports 
or four hundred.

maximize Test System Utilization
Spirent TestCenter is designed and tested for 72 distributed 
users who can simultaneously configure, run and analyze tests 
from a single test system.

Terabits9.6
in a single rack

Spirent TestCenter 
consumes 25% 
less power than our 
nearest competitor

The industry’s highest density, most power 
efficient 10GbE test solutions

nn 320 Gbps per module

nn 1.92 Tbps per chassis

nn 9.6 Tbps per rack

SpirenT TeSTCenTer pLaTform

4    www.spirent.com/go/stc
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UnparaLLeLed performanCe 

Spirent TestCenter Cloud Core™ 
enables a new generation of 
performance and scale with 
hypermetrics next
Combining Cloud Core and Intel high performance multi-core 
processors with the award winning HyperMetrics platform creates 
the foundation for testing a new generation of carrier-grade cloud 
and mobile networks.

The first in the new HyperMetrics neXt family of modules are the 
HyperMetrics dX and HyperMetrics mX.  The HyperMetrics dX, with 
the highest density 10G Ethernet, verifies the cloud data center 
fabric.  The HyperMetrics mX ensures the performance and scale of 
converged multi-play and mobile broadband networks and devices 
and simultaneously verifies application quality of experience.

hypermetrics next brings to the 
industry the first intel® multi-core 
processing performance module
HyperMetrics neXt utilizes Intel’s latest processing technologies 
designed for cloud and high performance computing.

Technology advantages include:

nn Test the dUT vs. tester limits with intel Turbo Boost 
Technology

n– Highest protocol connection rates with Gigahertz available 
at start of test

nn Largest Test Topology with intel hyper-Threading Technology

n– MPLS-TP Mobile backhaul emulation with Voice, Video and 
Data at high scale

nn automated energy efficiency

n– Automated low-power states meeting requirement of any 
running test 

Spirent TestCenter Cloud Core™

Spirent TestCenter Cloud Core™ is based on patent pending 
technologies all designed to add native elastic computing to the 
Spirent TestCenter Layers 2-7 performance test platform.  Cloud 
Core uses parallel processing to optimize testing tasks across 
all test ports.  Tests beds built on the Cloud Core architecture 
provide an exceptional combination of scalable performance and 
realism, and are ideal for testing the most complex converged 
IP systems, such as the cloud data centers and 4G/LTE mobile 
networks.

Cloud Core delivers a major leap forward in performance and 
scalability, and enhances Spirent TestCenter features with elastic 
scaling of protocols.

Spirent Cloud Core™ processing
The Ultimate Evolution of Multi-core Processing

X X X

Spirent
Cloud CoreTM

Processing

Dynamic Multi-Core
Processing

Basic Multi-Core 
Processing

Single Multi-Core 
Processing

Single core per port

Single core per port
Aggregate some cores to 

one port only

Single core per port
Multiple cores for all ports

Elastic processing 
powers all ports

Processing where needed

Only solution with 
no loss of ports

With Cloud Core, Spirent TestCenter extends its award winning design with another industry first technology.
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Next generation family of Spirent TestCenter HyperMetrics with Cloud Core performance processing 
to test the most demanding data and application workloads at cloud computing scale.

HyperMetrics neXt is based on the highest end Intel® multi-core processors and powered by Spirent 
TestCenter Cloud Core™ elastic computing architecture.  HyperMetrics neXt drives a major step forward 
in testing the new generation of converged IP technologies at cloud computing scale.

performanCe modULe famiLy 

hypermetrics next offers the highest flexibility of computer resources  
at the best cost models compared to traditional performance test modules

2x Application encryption performance per module Match the most demanding security testing needs

3x Emulation scale test coverage Single module testing of cloud data centers, Any-G mobile networks and stateful applications

4x Port density with half the power consumption Minimal need for additional space and power to scale to 1.92 terabits in a single chassis

8x Network performance with line rate data Extreme routing and stateful application traffic on all ports

Industry’s Highest Density 10G Ethernet 
Performance Test Module 

nn 32 Ports 10GbE SFP+

nn Load DUT to terabit fabric and backplane capacity

n– 320 Gbps per module

n– 1.92 Tbps per chassis

n– 9.60 Tbps per rack 

nn Designed to test the industry’s Data Center ethernet fabrics

nn Interoperability with existing modules

Industry’s Highest Performance 10G Ethernet 
Multiplay Performance Test Module 

nn 2, 4 or 8 10GbE SFP+ port module options

nn Line rate L2-3 and stateful protocols at mobile subscriber and 
data scale

n– 80 Gbps per module

n– 960 Gbps per chassis 

nn Test access, routing, mobile back-haul, mobility, cloud 
infrastructure and application performance with a single 
module

nn Interoperability with existing modules

hypermetrics dx
fabric port density

hypermetrics mx
mobile multiplay experience
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hypermetrics ap
application performance
The industry’s “best in class” Layer 4-7 application traffic testing at up to 10GbE rates

Spirent TestCenter HyperMetrics Application Performance 8-port 1GbE and 2-port 10GbE test modules combine Spirent 
TestCenter’s network emulation and traffic generation with line rate Avalanche application traffic. These modules 
deliver the highest performance Layer 4-7, security and vulnerability assessment test solution in the industry.

hypermetrics Cm
Converged multiplay
The industry’s highest performance Layer 2-7 network emulation with line rate 
application traffic performance on a single module 

hypermetrics 40/100
Converged
The industry’s most cost-effective high performance Layer 2-7 test modules

The Spirent TestCenter 40G/100G module expands testing to 40G/100G speeds. An important consideration on high speed aggregated pipes 
is the level of performance emulation required for realistic protocol scaling. The HyperMetrics architecture on Spirent’s 40G/100G module 
delivers control plane performance of up to 18 times that of competing solutions. 

hypermetrics CV
Converged
The industry’s most cost-effective high performance Layer 2-7 test modules

The HyperMetrics Converged 2- and 8-port 10GbE test modules and the 4-port Fibre Channel module deliver 
the most cost-effective Layer 2-7 high performance test solution available. 

hypermetrics fibre Channel
Converged
The industry’s most cost-effective high performance Layer 2-7 test modules

The HyperMetrics Converged 2- and 8-port 10GbE test modules and the 4-port Fibre Channel module deliver 
the most cost-effective Layer 2-7 high performance test solution available. 

TM

hot Swap

Hot swap optics and test modules 
without disrupting other users

high performance Control plane engine 

The Spirent HyperMetrics 40/100G test module tests large scale next 
generation carrier routing, mobile backhaul, data center, and cloud 
computing scenarios

2.5nSec Latency resolution

The highest resolution available 
for testing high speed queues and 
switching fabrics

Cfp and QSfp optics

Uses a CFP standards compliant 
100G optic module, or use our CFP 
to QSFP adapter for 40G QSFP

dual 40g Slots 

The module supports one 100G 
port or two 40G ports. This is the 
industry’s highest port density 40G 
solution available.
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hypermetrics 1g 
ethernet
n  2, 4 and 12-port (10/100/1000Mb) 

Ethernet dual media modules

n  8-port 1GbE dual media Application 
Performance Module

hypermetrics 
40/100g ethernet
n– 1 port 100G/2 port 40G Ethernet 2 

slot module Supports 40G and 100G

n– CFPs Supports QSFP Optics with 
adapter Full Layer2-7 with Layer1 
Lane Skew and PRBS measurements

hypermetrics 10g ethernet
nn 2-ports of 10GbE with hot pluggable personality modules

nn   2- or 8-port 10GbE SFP+ Layer 2-7 modules

nn 2-port 10GbE XFP Application Performance Modules (Layer 4-7)

nn 32 port 10Gbe SFP+ Layer 2-3 

Lan/San

CM-1G-D12

Configuration Wizards n Traffic Wizard
n Create Hosts
n Create Routers

enterprise Switching and data Center network Test Solutions 

Switching n FCoE. FC-FC, FC-FCoE

Test Wizards n RFC 2544 Network Device Benchmarking Wizard
n RFC 2889 Switching Benchmarking Wizard
n RFC3918 Multicast Benchmarking Wizard
n IETF Draft Specification Data Center Bridging
    Benchmarking Wizard

Service provider access, edge and Core networking

Multiplay n Video Quality Analyzer
n Triple Play - IPTV
n Application Layer Wizard

Access n Access Over BGP VPLS
n Access Over LDP VPLS
n ANCP - Access Loop Generator
n Asymmetric Performance Test Package
n Access - DHCP-PD: Stability
n Access - DHCPv4: Stability
n Access - L2TPv2: Stability
n Access - PPPoX (IPv4): Stability
n Access - PPPoX (IPv6): Stability

Service provider access, edge and Core networking (con’t)

Mobile Backhaul, Routing, 
Carrier Ethernet and MPLS

n BGP-Route Generator
n BGP-Route Table Import
n Multicast Routing Wizard
n ISIS - LSP Generator
n MPLS - 6PE/6VPE
n MPLS - Basic LDP
n MPLS - Basic RSVP-TE
n MPLS - BGP VPLS
n MPLS - LDP VPLS
n MPLS - MPLS IP VPN
n MPLS - Pseudowire Emulation (PWE)
n MVPN Rosen Draft 8
n RSVP-TE (P2P/P2MP)
n Sequence Flap
n Sequence Custom Test
n OSPFv2 - LSA Generator
n OSPFv3 - LSA Generator
n RIP - Route Generator
n Fast Reroute
n Timing: 1588v2 & SyncE
n MPLS-TP & H-VPLS
n Y.1731
n Multicast P2MP
n Convergence
n Pseudowire Redundancy

CPU-5002ACM-1G-D4

CV-10G-S8

CPU-5003A

easy to Use productivity wizards

Unified SofTware and  
hardware pLaTform

CV-10G-S2

NG-100G-F2

ACC-6065A

CM-10G-S2DX-10G-S32

MX-10G-S8
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Virtual
n– Spirent TestCenter port 

running as Virtual Machine

n– 10G Performance and 
100M Functional ports

n– Requires Spirent TestCenter 
Virtual Controller

hypermetrics 
fibre Channel
n– 4 port 2, 4 and 8G Fibre 

Channel SFP+ module

n– Connect 2/4 and 8G Fibre 
Channel simultaneously

poS/aTm  
personality modules

poS
nn 1 or 2-ports of Series 2000 UniPHY/
OC-192, OC-48/12/3 WAN and 
up to two OC-3/12 ATM interfaces 
per module using hot-pluggable 
network interfaces

wan

UPY-2001A

UPY-2002A

XFP-4004A SFP-4002A

SFP-4001A

aTm
nn 1 or 2-ports of  

OC-12/3 ATM with 

hot-pluggable network 

interfaces

WAN-2003A

WAN-2002A

Spirent TestCenter supports a comprehensive suite of productivity wizards and the physical interfaces you need  
to run them. Choose from a variety of 10/100M, 1G, 10G, 40G, 100G Ethernet, 155M, 622M ATM, 155M, 622M, 
2.4G and 10G Packet over Sonet Interfaces, and combine with easy-to-use wizards to get your test running quickly.

… Configure …

Select wizard … … results.

nn XFP-4004A Personality Board, 
OC-192c or STM-64c

nn SFP-4001A Personality Board, 
OC-48c/12c/3c or STM-16c/4c/1c

nn SFP-4002A ATM Personality 
Module, OC-12c/3c or STM-4c/1c

CV-8GFC-S4

VP-1000

VP-2000
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STORAGE FABRIC

VIRTUAL SERVERS
and APPLICATIONS

ETHERNET FABRIC

WORKGROUP
Core

APPLICATION
NETWORKING

8G FC

8G FC

2/4/8G FC

2/4/8G FC

8G FC

10G  FCoE
10/40GbE

Aggregation

10/40GbE40GbE

40GbE

LAN Switches

Wireless LAN

Smartphone and
Mobile Users 

100GbE

100GbE

10G  FCoE

Access

Access

Access

Access

DATA CENTER

SAN Director

Storage 
Arrays

Blade Servers

WAN powered by

CLoUd infraSTrUCTUre TeSTing

Testing QoS and Qoe 
with Layer 2-7 Traffic
nn Measure performance and scale with line rate 
traffic validating network QoS from any-to-any 
point in the network

nn Test stateful application traffic through physical 
and virtual infrastructure correlating QoE impact 
of different layers

guarantee dynamic data Centers 
deliver The promise of Cloud 
Computing
Spirent TestCenter is designed to test the performance, 
availability, security, and scalability from any-to-any point in 
the dynamic data center infrastructure. You can guarantee 
all components, including the Ethernet fabric, storage fabric, 
workgroup/ campus network, virtualization, and application 
networking deliver on the promise of high quality public, private, 
and hybrid cloud computing. One integrated platform provides 
all the required physical interfaces, including 1G/10G Ethernet, 
2/4/8 Gbps Fibre Channel, and 40/100 Gbps Ethernet, along 
with the fully-compatible virtual interface support essential for 
any-to-any point testing. Spirent TestCenter is the unmatched 
solution for cloud infrastructure QoS testing and delivers 
the highest degree of emulation realism, precision metrics, 
integrated threats, industry leading performance and scale.

workgroup Switch 
Test Solutions
nn 802.1x, DHCP IGMP/MLD Snooping, VLAN, STP/
RSTP/MSTP Spanning Tree and Link Aggregation

nn RFC 2889 Switch Benchmarking

nn RFC 2544 Network Benchmarking

nn RFC 3918 Multicast Benchmarking

routing Test 
Solutions
nn BGP OSPF ISIS PIM IGMP and MPLS

nn RFC 2544 Network Benchmarking

nn RFC 3918 Multicast Benchmarking

application network 
Test Solutions
nn Firewalls, Load balancers, Proxies, 
WAN Accelerators and IDS/IPS

nn HTTP, FTP, SSL, IPSec, SMTP, CIFS

nn DDoS and signature based attacks
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STORAGE FABRIC

VIRTUAL SERVERS
and APPLICATIONS

ETHERNET FABRIC

WORKGROUP
Core

APPLICATION
NETWORKING

8G FC

8G FC

2/4/8G FC

2/4/8G FC

8G FC

10G  FCoE
10/40GbE

Aggregation

10/40GbE40GbE

40GbE

LAN Switches

Wireless LAN

Smartphone and
Mobile Users 

100GbE

100GbE

10G  FCoE

Access

Access

Access

Access

DATA CENTER

SAN Director

Storage 
Arrays

Blade Servers

WAN powered by

ethernet fabric 
Test Solutions
nn VLAN, IGMP/MLD Snooping, STP/RSTP/MSTP 
Spanning Tree, 802.1Qbb PFC, 802.1Qaz 
ETS/DCBX, LLDP, Link Aggregation

nn RFC 2889 Switch Benchmarking

nn RFC 2544 Network Benchmarking

nn RFC 3918 Multicast Benchmarking

nn IETF Draft Data Center Bridging Benchmarking

Storage fabric Test
nn FC, NPIV, FCoE, FIP, VN/VF Port, 802.1Qbb 
PFC, 802.1Qaz ETS/DCBX, SCSI

nn IETF Draft Data Center Bridging 
Benchmarking

Virtualized 
Test Solutions
nn Test VM-to-VM, VM-to-network and End-to-End 
performance between virtual and physical 
Spirent TestCenter and Spirent Avalance ports
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guarantee Cloud applications deliver 
The promise of Cloud Computing with 
realism
Spirent Avalanche on Spirent TestCenter is designed to accurately 
measure the performance, availability, security and scalability of 
cloud services. For a true understanding of performance, the test 
must go beyond simple packet and protocol blasting. With the 
most realistic emulation of user transactions, Spirent Avalanche 
guarantees the applications are able to meet the promises and 
Quality of Experience expectations of cloud services. Spirent’s 
unparalleled user realism for Layer 4-7 traffic generation along 
with integrated threats allows advanced and thorough testing 
of content delivery devices, network security, multiplay services 
and application services.

Avalanche for Spirent TestCenter is the most comprehensive and 
highest performance line-rate Layer 4-7 test solution available with:

nn Unparalleled user realism for Layer 4-7 traffic generation

nn Advanced testing for content delivery devices, network security, 
video, multiplay and application services

nn Scalable line-rate Layer 4-7 from 1 Gbps to multiple 10 Gbps 
testing capacities

90 million simultaneous users
 240 Gbps of Layer 4-7 traffic
  Greater than 6 million unencrypted transactions per second
   Greater than 1 million encrypted transactions per second

CLoUd SerViCeS TeSTing
Spirent avalanche 
Virtual
nn Industry’s first virtual infrastructure and 
application test solution for cloud services

nn High performance virtual appliance 

nn Designed to test in the private, public 
and hybrid clouds

nn Based on industry-leading Spirent 
Avalanche platform

CORE

AGGREGATION

ACCESS

Spirent TestCenter 
Virtual
nn Extends and complements Spirent 
TestCenter to virtual server switches 
and cloud-based virtualization

nn Single application to validate 
virtualized network infrastructure 
performance, scalability and security 

nn Ensures a seamless transition when 
migrating to a virtualized data center or 
cloud computing environment

User realism
nn Emulate millions of simultaneous 
users

nn User behavior includes think 
times, click-aways, browser 
versions, SSL versions, 
authentication transactions 
interacting with static or dynamic 
websites, proxies 
and content delivery devices.

nn One-armed testing against real 
services such as web, streaming, 
application, content servers, and 
more

application realism
nn Create realistic line-rate traffic 
with using HTTP and SSL 
transactions, FTP sessions, 
e-mail requests, CIFS, media 
services, and a multitude of other 
protocols and transaction types

nn Test and stress content delivery 
and application aware services 
such as, server load balancers 
and WAN optimization solutions

nn Test edge, core, proxies and 
application services

multiplay realism 
nn Validate multiplay services 
with realistic voice, unicast, 
multicast, Adaptive Bit Rate and 
FLASH streaming video, data 
traffic using static or dynamic IP 
addresses (DHCP over PPPoE), 
VLAN and stacked VLANs (Q-in-Q) 

nn Measure and assess media 
services quality and capacities 

nn Create comprehensive user 
transactions from access 
through higher-layer business 
applications
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• PERFORMANCE: What makes or breaks the QoE?

• AVAILABILITY: How do virtual appliances 
 affect availability?

• SECURITY: Are adjacent cloud services 
 security threats?

• SCALABILITY: Will physical & virtual appliance
 and/or switches scale the same?

The ChaLLengeS 

of migraTing 

To CLoUd 

SerViCeS

Security realism
nn Perform secure network 
communication testing, 
vulnerability assessment and 
user authentication testing 
including IPSec, SSL VPN, 802.1x, 
Network Access Control (NAC), 
RADIUS, DNSSEC, DNSTCP and 
network attack/negative traffic 
testing

nn Test firewalls, IDS/IPS and 
complex deep packet inspection 
services 

nn Understand the impact of 
network and cyber attacks on the 
experience of legitimate users

The industry’s most realistic, 
highest performing  

application load tester

SPIRENT TESTCENTER

network realism
nn The only test solution that creates 
true, living, stateful traffic to find 
real maximums under any load or 
network conditions 

This realistic traffic reflects a wide 
range of issues common to large 
networks that affect accurate 
content delivery such as:

nn Blended protocols and 
transactions

nn Packet loss and IP fragmentation

nn Network attacks and 
vulnerabilities injection
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fixed and moBiLe  
infraSTrUCTUre TeSTing
Service Providers are faced with the challenge of satisfying the 
bandwidth demands of the latest fixed and mobile applications 
while keeping costs in check. This need is driving consolidation 
of mobile and fixed networks onto Carrier Ethernet and 
MPLS-based technologies that enable voice, video and data 
services. These services rely on a highly-scalable, reliable and 
operationally efficient infrastructure capable of supporting high 
QoS and QoE (Quality of Experience) 
for end customers. 

Whether validating access, edge or core networks, Spirent 
TestCenter assures that you meet these goals quickly and 
efficiently by providing a complete end-to-end testing solution 
driven from a single application with: 

nn Dozens of scalable and easy-to-use wizards to set up realistic 
emulated networks

nn Realistic Topology Emulation duplicates real networks in the 
lab and eliminates unnecessary equipment 

nn Easily set-up traffic that is automatically configured with 
dynamic IP and MAC addresses, MPLS labels and PPP session 
IDs 

nn Choose from thousands of fully automated pass/fail protocol 
verification and regression test cases

residential Broadband
Testing broadband access networks with Spirent TestCenter  
ensures that performance and scalability targets are  
met as new services are brought online.  
Spirent TestCenter offers a rich set of capabilities  
for access testing, including:

nn Client and server protocol support for PPPoX, 
L2TPv2, DHCP, ANCP and IP Multicast

nn Test QoS with VLAN tags and priority 
bit settings

nn Powerful DHCP and PPP option 
editors for custom options  
that are so critical for relay 
agent and BRAS/BNG testing

nn Ensure networks are ready for IPv6 with IPv4, 
IPv6 and dual stack support

Ethernet
Aggregation

Switch

Access
Concentrator

DSL, Cable, OLT

VoD Servers
Internet

L2 VPN
L3 VPN

MPLS
PE

BRAS

Aggregation
IP/MPLS
EthernetL3

VPN/Carrier Ethernet

ACCESS

EVOLVED PACKET CORE 

and M
OBILE BACKHAUL

IP CORE

Modem/
Residential

Gateway

Spirent solutions 
emulate realistic 
networks and 
services

Scalable Converged network emulation
Spirent TestCenter’s Topology Emulation is the only single-system solution available for realistic testing of multiplay services 
over emulated multi-layered networks. Using Topology Emulation, Spirent TestCenter properly emulates all devices in a 
complex hierarchical network. Test scenarios that could only be achieved by building complex multi-node physical networks 
in a lab can now be created within the tester. This is a more cost-effective and far easier to maintain and configure.
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mobile Backhaul
Testing with Spirent TestCenter ensures IP & Ethenet based 
Mobile Backhaul solutions offer the highest quality of experience 
while meeting ever increasing bandwidth demands.

nn Validate performance of IEEE 1588v2, MPLS-TP, and MPLS 
and Ethernet OAM with the accuracy and scale demanded 
by mobile networks

nn Test backhaul capacity with immediate cause and effect 
analysis for each queue and real-time monitoring of over 40 
per-stream metrics including packet jitter, latency, re-ordering 
and loss

multiplay Services
Spirent TestCenter supports stateful voice, video and data traffic, 
and its Video Quality Analyzer (VQA) provides the industry’s most 
detailed analysis tools to detect and identify the cause of QoE 
issues. 

Ethernet
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Access
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L2 VPN
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Aggregation
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and M
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Residential

Gateway

mpLS and Carrier ethernet
The emergence of MPLS and Carrier Ethernet transport as the 
technologies of choice for service provider edge and core 
networks is driving innovation. Spirent TestCenter is leading the 
development of these advancements with: 

nn Wizard-driven test solutions for P2MP-TE, 802.1ag/Y.1731, 
802.1ah and 802.1Qay 

nn Easy-to-use test capability for RSVP-TE, RSVP-TE Fast Reroute  
and LDP

nn Easily create large, realistic networks for testing BGP/
MPLS IP-VPN, LDP-signaled VPLS, BGP-signaled VPLS,MPLS 
Pseudowires, MVPN, 6PE and 6VPE

nn Quickly modify protocol parameters within the wizards to 
optimize the configuration in one pass

Quality of Service and Quality of experience
Testing for network device performance QoS and from the end-user’s perspective QoE is the only way for service providers 
to validate their infrastructure in the lab and before live network deployment. Spirent TestCenter has your QoS and QoE 
testing needs covered with a single test system.



Legacy test tools restrict test cases to fixed stimuli and static topologies, failing to simulate the dynamic behavior of 
real networks. To overcome these boundaries, users create test scripts that introduce costly maintenance challenges. 
Spirent NoCode Test Case Automation is a suite of tools that allow you to author test cases more likely to yield and 
uncover bugs earlier in the testing process. 

SpirenT noCode TeST CaSe aUTomaTion

On the fly, interactive 
retesting, with 
adjustments based on 
real-time results. 

Step 1 
 author powerful Test Cases
nn Spirent TestCenter enables a unified, NoCode test 
case authoring environment 

nn Capture/replay any or many device configurations 
as part of a single test case

Spirent device Commander
Spirent Device Commander captures device configurations 
and replays them as part of a Spirent TestCenter test sequence. 
Device setup, tear-down, statistics clearing and device control 
are simplified. Spirent Device Commander allows you to 
configure devices once within the capture tool and then edit, 
play back, or extend them with branching and looping logic. 
You can control devices and retrieve measurement data from 
devices during tests, automating test cases end-to-end without 
writing a single line of code.

Test  
harness

Physical  
switch

Scheduler

Device

Spirent TestCenter integration kit
Spirent’s TestCenter Integration Kit enables users with open system interfaces and 
development productivity tools to create their own NoCode Environments. Its open API 
interface is available in Tcl, C and Perl, supporting run-time on Windows, Solaris and Linux. 
With a fully documented API, this kit includes a set of visual development utilities: Script 
Explorer and Script Trace. These tools optimize the user learning curve and minimize 
troubleshooting time for custom-built test applications or system integrations.

16    www.spirent.com/go/stc
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Step 3. 
analyze with real-Time results
nn Compare Spirent TestCenter measurements against data 
retrieved from a DUT or set pass/fail criteria on a single 
DUT value like CPU utilization.

Save a complete system-integrated test and 
export it for scheduled regression testing. 
Exported as a native Tcl script, any NoCode test 
case may be executed on Linux, FreeBSD,  
Sun and Windows—without the Spirent 
TestCenter GUI.

Step 2 
emulate with Visual programming
nn Add any protocol emulation and other environment 
stimulus with 250+ system commands and visual 
programming logic.

Spirent TestCenter with  
Command Sequencer
The Spirent TestCenter Command Sequencer is a 
visual test authoring tool seamlessly integrated within 
the Spirent TestCenter GUI that enables you to easily 
emulate dynamic network behavior in test cases 
without writing a single line of code. Use the Command 
Sequencer to emulate dynamically changing network 
conditions and author tests representative of events 
likely to be encountered in real networks. Then export 
these visual, automated tests as a script to be executed 
within any regression test harness. Run-time analysis 
capabilities support building diagnostics and pass/fail 
verdicts into test cases using Spirent TestCenter data or 
data retrieved from other lab devices like Spirent GEM.

version 
control

results 
archive

file system

Test  
harness
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enterprise and Cloud infrastructure Test Solutions 
grouping part number description 
Solution packages SPK-0002 Ethernet Switch Test Solution A 

SPK-0004 Ethernet Switch with Routing Solution A 

SPK-1038 Ethernet and Multicast Performance Test Solution A 

Call for more information Avalanche for Spirent TestCenter Layer 4-7 software packages

Base packages BPK-1001A Packet Generator and Analyzer Base Package A 

BPK-1002A STP/RSTP/PVST+ Base Package A 

BPK-1003A/B IGMP/MLD Host IP Multicast Base Package A/B 

BPK-1004A/B Unicast Routing Base Package A/B

BPK-1005A/B Multicast Routing Base Package A/B

BPK-1014A Multiple Spanning Tree Base Package A 

BPK-1081A Data Center FCOE DCBX Base Package

Test packages TPK-1000 RFC-2544 Network Device Benchmark Test Package 

TPK-1001 RFC-2889 Switching Benchmark Test Package 

TPK-1042 RFC-3918 Multicast Benchmark Test Package 

TPK-1059 Data Center Benchmarking Test Package

Conformance Test packages Call for more information Automated Conformance Test Suite Software Packages covering unicast and 
multicast routing, Ethernet bridging, and security

Service provider and Service provider nem access, edge and Core network Test Solutions
Solution packages SPK-0001 Enterprise/ Metro Router Test Solution A 

SPK-0005 Enterprise/ Metro Router Test Solution B 

SPK-0023 Ethernet Access Concentrator Test Solution B Version 2 

SPK-1033 BRAS Test Solution 

SPK-0026 IPTV Test Solution A Version 2 

SPK-0027 IPTV Test Solution B Version 2 

SPK-1040 Multimedia Server/Client Test Solution for EDM 

SPK-1065 MultiPlay Test Solution

SPK-1066 Converged Access over MPLS Test Solution

SPK-1091 MPLS-TP Test Solution

Call for more information Avalanche for Spirent TestCenter Layer 4-7 software packages

Layer 2-3 BPK-1001A Packet Generator and Analyzer Base Package A 

routing & mpLS Solution & Base packages BPK-1004A/B Unicast Routing Base Package A/B

BPK-1005A/B Multicast Routing Base Package A/B

BPK-1006A/B MPLS/LDP/RSVP-TE Base Package A/B

BPK-1003A/B IGMP/MLD Host IP Multicast Base Package A/B

BPK-1066A Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) Base Package A 

Carrier ethernet BPK-1002A STP/RSTP/PVST + Base Package A 

BPK-1014A Multiple Spanning Tree Base Package A 

BPK-1059A/B 802.1AG/Y.1731 EOAM Fault Management Base Package A/B

BPK-1067A Ethernet Link OAM (802.3AH) Emulation Base Package A 

BPK-1075A MAC-IN-MAC (802.1AH) Traffic Base Package A 

BPK-1150A Y.1731 EOAM Performance Monitoring Base Package A  

BPK-1155A IEEE 1588V2 Network-Based Timing & Synchronization Base Package 

access BPK-1007A/B PPPOX Base Package A/B

BPK-1012B L2TPV2 Base Package B/B 

BPK-1077A/B DHCP Client/Sserver Base Package A 

BPK-1077B DHCP-PD Client/Server Base Package A 

BPK-1078B ANCP Base Package B 

BPK-1015A IEEE 802.3AD Link Aggregation Base Package A 

multiplay BPK-1021A Video Streaming Server Base Package A

BPK-1082A HTTP/FTP Base Package A 

BPK-1060A SIP/RTP/RTCP Base Package A 

BPK-1090A VQA & MDI Base Full Metrics For EDM & CM

Test packages TPK-1000 RFC-2544 Network Device Benchmark Test Package 

TPK-1042 RFC-3918 Multicast Benchmark Test Package 

TPK-1032B Asymmetric Performance Test Package B 

TPK-1002A/B IPTV Test Package A/B

Conformance Test Suites Call for more information Automated Conformance Test Suite Software Packages covering MPLS VPN, 
carrier Ethernet, access, unicast and multicast routing and Ethernet bridging
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Spirent TestCenter

Spirent TestCenter Test Plans

“Spirent’s intensive testing identified 
performance issues with our network 
and enabled us to make the corrections 
needed for a successful deployment. 
The level of expertise, experience and 
customer dedication from Spirent’s 
Professional Services team enabled our 
successful network deployment.”

—douwe Visser
project manager
optiver derivatives Trading

n– Performance tuning

OnDEMAND Test Services:
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Virtualization

network defense

Cloud
Computing

Collaboration & applications

networking

OnDEMAND Testing 
for Data Centers:

n– Green IT Initiatives

n– Data Center Networking

n– Collaboration & Applications

n– Network Defense - Security

n– Virtualization

n– Cloud Computing

n– Vendor selection: load and stress testing

n– Scalability and volume testing

n– Endurance and soak testing

n– Security and Denial of Service

n– Product performance evaluation

n– Data Center Consolidation

In response to evolving technologies and growing demand for new solutions in the data 
center, Spirent Professional Services has developed a suite of on site packaged test 
services specifically addressing the challenges whose solutions includes utilizing the 
power of the award-winning Spirent TestCenter.

SpirenT TeSTCenTer ondemand

ondemand performance Testing
Performance problems in operational network systems 
and software applications are costly in terms of business 
disruption and remedial work. These issues often 
go undetected prior to launch due to the difficulty of 
conducting realistic performance testing.

Spirent TestCenter OnDEMAND is a suite of on or offsite 
test services delivered by proven and advanced engineers 
using the most complete test system available—Spirent 
TestCenter. These services are designed to identify and 
eliminate problems before you launch. Through the use of 
proven, advanced techniques—and a structured testing 
approach with Spirent TestCenter—we reduce the risks 
of performance failure for new or enhanced converged 
networks and applications.



iT’S “Time To TeST” …

- NTT Communications

Our latest effort builds 
on a continued dedication 

to advancing next-generation networks. By 
working with Spirent, we can achieve our goal 
of remaining a leader in building and supporting 
high-speed Ethernet systems which address the 
needs of our customers both today as well as in 
the future.”

- EANTC AG

“As mobile operators 
transition their wireless 

networks to support the demands of mobile 
packet voice and broadband data applications, 
they are looking for a proven test solution that 
provides them with an end-to-end view of their 
network’s performance.”

“As mobile operators transition their 
wireless networks to support the 
demands of mobile packet voice and 
broadband data applications, they are 
looking for a proven test solution that 

provides them with an end-to-end view of their 
network’s performance.”

- F5
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